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Category:Magazines about computingQ: Isolating Fault on Ring Oscillator I have an amplifier which has a HF voltage controlled
ring oscillator. I have inserted a 10uH trimmer capacitor in the circuit to change the frequency. If the capacitor is absent, the RF

will be at a constant frequency. I have only a reference frequency, not an accurate reference. Now the problem is, whenever I
connect a capacitor, RF will not work properly. It does not matter whether the capacitor is connected to ground, positive or

negative output. If I remove the capacitor, the RF will work fine, again. What can be the reason for this? I checked the capacitor
values and all seem fine. A: The oscillator isn't getting driven by a local oscillator, rather by a precise voltage source. In

particular, there is no feedback path from the output to the input. Therefore, the oscillator, having no local feedback, uses the
same stable voltage source which drives the entire amplifier. When a capacitor is added, it is effectively short circuited. This
disrupts the amplifier's drive to the oscillator, which is in turn disrupted by the oscillator's need for a stable supply voltage. If
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you remove the capacitor, the amplifier and oscillator then spring back to their previous states of equilibrium, and the oscillator
has regained its "stable voltage source" and can start oscillating again. Is this the iPad? - jonny_boy ====== st3fan Interesting

that nobody has talked about the antennas... but this is very normal practice for mobile phones, don't we all know. ~~~ iigs
Wait... why are the antennas on the bottom of the screen? I can't imagine the antenna would be too much of a problem on the
bottom. ~~~ breck Because they are the antennas for the built-in cellular modem. They can't be on the back because it has to

make contact with the screen when the phone is in your pocket. ------ moe I wonder how this one compares to the "black
rectangular sheet" pictured in early prototypes? ~~~ jonny_boy If it's a prototype, then it's the black rectangular sheet
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